Introducing...
®

True innovation designed by you.
The real innovation behind Super Rod products is that they don’t just route cable. These are multi-purpose tools
that allow installers to inspect, illuminate and retrieve with a range of unique time saving attachments.
In 2009 alone, the Super Rod system saved a massive 9 million hours to the electrical industry, worth over
$650,000,000. Surveys have proven that the payback time for investing in a Super Rod set is very often after just
one job, reinforcing the fact that anyone who uses cable should be using Super Rod!

Mega Set (MSRMX)

Standard Set (MSRSS)

Telescopic Pole (MSRTP)

With over 52ft (16m) of rods, giving you 5
different ﬂexibilities, it’s no wonder this is
our most popular kit. This combined with our
extensive range of attachments, makes this the
must have kit for anyone working with cable.

With over16ft (5m) of rods, giving you 3
different ﬂexibilities, this slimmed down version
of the Mega Set still offers a wide range of
functionality.

Length: 52 feet (16m)

Length: 16 feet (5m)

Applications:

Applications:
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Includes:

Includes:

Time is money, and our Telescopic
Pole really delivers. It can extend to
over 18ft (5.6m) in seconds. The pole
comes complete with a versatile
platform which allows up to three
Super Rod attachments to be used
at any one time. Ultra lightweight
for better control, this product is
ideal for working at height, across
loft spaces, and under ﬂoors.
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Length: 18.4 feet (5.6m)
Features:
tAllows up to 3 attachments
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IDEAS
WELCOME
Who knows? Maybe the next
great invention will be yours!

We’re looking for partners
with innovative ideas.
Learn how to bring your ideas to life at:

www.MEproducts.net/SPARKS

